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Item Code 120053 120051

Model 4 6

Size (cm) 240 x 240 360 x 300

Height (cm) 180 - 220 180 - 220

Pack size (cm) 173 x 15 x 15 185 x 18 x 18

Tent weight (kg) 8.5 12.5

Total weight (kg) 10.5 15.5

The Screen House is the original, quickest, easiest and best 
gazebo on the market. It comes in two sizes , the Screen House 4 
which has 4 sides and the scren house 6, which has  6 sides.

The Screen House has been built and designed to be so easy to 
erect that one person can erect it in less than one minute. It 
is also just as easy to take down and can be taken down by one 
person in less than one minute and easily stored away in its own 
zipped carry bag.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate, you 
simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push the sides 
and roof and it springs into position and you are ready to peg 
(we always recommend pegging all storm straps and pegging 
points).

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has 
been improved on again making it smaller, lighter and more 
durable, whilst maintaining its ease of use and ability to be 

repaired if required. The premium hub system has been in use for 
over 5 years now and our original samples are still going strong,sp 
the frame system is truely built to last.

It comes with extra pegging points on every corner and in 
the middle of each side giving you great ground anchorage. It 
has storm straps on every side ensuring it stays up in adverse 
weather and makes it sturdier than any gazebo you are used 
to. It also comes with two additional poles that are used in the 
doorway to give extra strength and stability against teh wind 
when the screen house is in use.

The premium No-Chill PRO mesh panels are built in, these help 
keep you warmer in the wind and cooler in the sun, but allows the 
air to flow ensuring no gas build up can occur inside. 

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the 
excellent coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV 
rating of 50+ giving you great protection from the sun.

SCREEN HOUSE

Poled
Instant Shelter

The quickest
and easiest

shelter / gazebo
on the market

Pitch
Time
1 min

Features
|   Quest Tec210 lightweight fabric.   |   

Waterproof roof.   |   Single person pitch.   |   
Lightweight.   |   60 seconds to erect.   |   UV 
50+ protection.   |   Premium NoChill mesh 

PRO panels.   |   Premium hub system.   |   Extra 
pegging points.   |   Storm straps.   |   Zip 

together double doors.   |   Zipped carry bag.   |   
Quick drying.   |
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